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on the outside of the
trails, one miscalculation and you’re in
the water… where
the alligator lives…
at least that’s the
claim.
To balance out the
technical parts the
seven mile race
loop finished with
some fire road and
traversed a grassy
field. Did I ever tell
you how much I hate
riding on grass?
(Editors Note: See
Tom’s whinings in
FCM November Issue 2) Well add to
that a fifteen mph
headwind as you’re
riding on the grass.
It was a long Florida
“uphill”, but made for a lot of close finishes!
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Lakeland, Florida - So it was with great anticipation
that I headed out to round seven of the Florida State
Championship. I was off to Lakeland, FL. Off to a park
I had heard so much about for five years. The place
with the alligator in the water.
Loyce E. Harpe Park a.k.a. Carter Road is about a
ten mile trail system that has major history with Florida mountain biking. Originally built back in the mid
‘90s, Carter Road grew up with mountain biking. “We
helped build this trail”, said Dave Berger of Gone Riding Promotions, “I’m kind of excited to be back here.
We haven’t had an event here for nearly a decade”.

The pre-ride was everything I had anticipated. The
infamous Fingers were a riot! Although, I did get a
“tattoo” on my hip from hitting the deck on one of
them. I chaulk that up riding a trail for the first time.
Chatter in the parking lot was about the number of
broken bike parts from the pre-ride. This was definitely a trail where local knowledge would pay off.
Other than the wind gusts, race day was another per-

This is a set of trails that mixes fast and flowing single
track with very technical trails known as the Fingers.
The Fingers are peninsulas that reach out into a body
of water in the center of the trail system. The Fingers
trails are an out and back trace of the perimeter ridges
of each peninsula. Very narrow with steep drop offs
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Thanks to the Ridge Riders Club the trails were
in awesome shape. The
male expert/pro class
was claimed by Drew
Edsall (Super Cool Bike
Shop) and the top female
was Jennifer Moos (Big
Wheel Bicycles). The
TXTsignal.com Fastest
lap $100 reward went to
Shawn Smith in the 3039 expert class.

fect weather day. The trick at the start was to be into
the trails ahead of anyone that was shaky on the Fingers. One rider went down in front of me but held onto
the trail to keep from going into the water. On my last
lap I thought I heard a splash. Another rider said they
heard one too. So somebody hit the water. Everyone
was accounted for at the end so I guess the alligator
was somewhere else.

“Did I ever tell you how much I
hate riding on grass?”
The headwind field crossing was ok if you could lock
onto someone’s wheel, otherwise it was a slog to the
finish. Which, as I mentioned, made for close finishes
as the power riders caught up to the tech riders.
Dustin Zimmerman broke his wrist and will probably be
out for a bit. But who knows, he’s young and he’ll have
a cast on. I bet we see him riding sooner then later.
Heal fast Dustin.

For complete results go
to
http://bit.ly/smXrbB
Specialized bicycles had
their demo truck out for
free rides on the 2012
line of bikes. Round
sponsor Bent’s Cycling &
Fitness provided all the
prizes for the medalists
and served up free food
for everyone as well,
many, many thanks!
Loyce E. Harpe Park a.k.a. Carter Road is a thrilling
place to ride. If you’ve never been I suggest you put
it on your short list. Mickey and I will definitely be
back in the summer.
Ride Hard! Ride Safe!
Peace, Pike!
Tom Pike lives in South Florida
is an Ellsworth Team Rider and
a regular contender on the Florida Mountain Bike scene. Tom
has won the Silver Medal at the
USAC National Mountain Bike
Championships and is two time
Florida State Mountain Bike
Champion. In his “spare time”
he works teaching Film Production at the Design
and Architecture Senior High in Miami, Florida.
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